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Our lives. The passion we have inside defines who we
are. In these times, revive your soul and your heart. In
our eyes the fire grows.

In the back of our minds were desensitized, unlearning
to live our lives. It's the systems design to keep us in
line. Awaken the passion inside. No one can see it, it's
under the surface. The feeling that drives us all, the
reason for life.

Our lives. The passion we have inside defines who we
are. In these times, revive your soul and your heart. In
our eyes the fire grows.

It's the sign of the times, regression of life. Through
knowledge we realize it's the systems design to control
our minds. Thus, breeding this degeneration. Into our
consciousness it begins to unfold. Suppressed emotion
building into pain. Release your spirit. Channel the
anger to make a difference.

Do you feel something rising up to erupt? It's on the
inside of it. Ingrained apathy pushed to far, held down,
and now loosing my sanity. Something is not right. We
see it in our eyes. Living this false life, cause
something ain't right. Don't loose yourself in this fight.
Just be yourself. Live your life. A conformist system
suppressing real feeling, real emotion. We're saying
live your life, eyes open wide to be alive. This is our
time, our life unlearning to close our minds. In
disguise, your passion lies in learning who we are
inside. Slave to society no more. The shackles and
chains are gone. Real emotion the reason for life.
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